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Pseudopure state of a twelve-spin system
Jae-Seung Lee and A. K. Khitrin
Department of Chemistry, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242-0001

~Received 17 November 2004; accepted 1 December 2004; published online 11 January 2005!

Pseudopure states of a system of twelve interacting spins are experimentally demonstrated. The
system is a cluster of dipolar-coupled nuclear spins of fully labeled13C6-benzene in a liquid
crystalline matrix. At present, this is the largest and the most complex composite system where
individual quantum states have been addressed. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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Clusters of coupled nuclear spins are, at present,
largest and the most complex quantum systems where
vidual quantum states can be addressed and coherently
nipulated. At thermal equilibrium, nuclear spin systems
in highly mixed states, which means that an individual s
tem can be, with some probability, in any of many possi
quantum states. The idea of state initialization by creatin
so-called pseudopure state was originally proposed
nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!-based quantum
computing.1,2 In a pseudopure state, populations of all b
one state are made equal. As a result, the spin density m
is a sum of a maximally mixed background, which is prop
tional to the unity matrix, and a deviation part, which
proportional to a density matrix of a pure state. The un
matrix does not contribute to observables and is not chan
by unitary transformations. Therefore, the behavior of a s
tem in a pseudopure state is exactly the same as it woul
at zero spin temperature.

Pseudopure states have been used in NMR impleme
tions of quantum computing algorithms,1–5 quantum simu-
lations,6,7 and demonstrations of quantum mechanisms
amplified detection8 and measurement.9 The largest spin sys
tem where a pseudopure state has been constructed to d
a seven-spin~seven-qubit! cluster which was used to imple
ment the quantum factoring algorithm with liquid-sta
NMR.10 A six-qubit pseudopure state has been demonstr
as a benchmark in another seven-spin system.11 With con-
ventional approaches using qubit-selective or transiti
selective12 pulses to equalize populations, there are two m
jor limitations on the system’s size: spectral resolution a
the length of the pulse sequence. Both the number of allo
transitions and the length of the pulse sequence grow e
nentially with the system’s size. With multifrequency irradi
tion, it is possible to cause fast and efficient simultane
evolution of all populations to desired values,13 but this tech-
nique also requires a well-resolved spectrum.

Recently, we proposed a method of creating pseudop
states, which does not require an equilibrium spectrum to
resolved.14 It is based on multiple-quantum dynamics wi
filtering of the highest-order multiple-quantum coheren
This method has been used to prepare a pseudopure st
a cluster of seven dipolar-coupled nuclear spins: sing
labeled 13C-benzene in liquid-crystalline solvent.9 In the
present work we extend this technique and introduce
122, 0410021-9606/2005/122(4)/041101/3/$22.50
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double-filtering method using both phase cycling and an
ray of evolution times to create pseudopure states in a sys
consisting of two types of nuclear spins. The twelve-sp
cluster used in this work is fully labeled13C6-benzene in a
liquid-crystalline matrix. It is a complex system of dipola
coupled spins with 21254096 quantum states.

Experiments were performed using a Varian Unity/Ino
500 MHz NMR spectrometer. The sample contained 5%
fully labeled 13C6-benzene~Aldrich! dissolved in liquid–
crystalline solvent MLC-6815~EMD Chemical!. In this sys-
tem, each benzene molecule contains twelve nuclear sp
six 13C and six protons, coupled by residual dipole–dipo
interactions. All intermolecular spin–spin interactions are a
eraged out by fast molecular motions. The system is an
semble of noninteracting spin clusters, where each benz
molecule contains twelve coupled nuclear spins.

The1H thermal equilibrium spectrum of13C6-benzene in
MLC-6815 is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a broad~;20
kHz! spectrum of liquid crystal and, on top of its left slop
a poorly resolved spectrum of13C6-benzene with a width of
about 5 kHz. The two sharp peaks in Fig. 1 are due to
purities. The proton signal from the liquid crystal can
eliminated with a two-frequency saturation. According to t
Provotorov’s saturation theory,15 off-resonance saturation re
sults in a stationary state with nonzero Zeeman and dip
temperatures. If saturation is performed at two different f
quencies, the only stationary solution gives infinite spin te

FIG. 1. 1H NMR spectrum of13C6-benzene in liquid crystal MLC-6815
at 25 °C.
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FIG. 2. Pulse sequence. Step A: presaturation of the 13C spins’ magne
tion and filtering the 6Q protons coherence with phase cycling;rA51C

^ i (uu&^du2ud&^uu)H . Step B: evolution of the 6Q coherence under hete
nuclear dipole–dipole interactions. Arrayed evolution timesmt with m
50,1,2,..., are used for the second filtering;rB5(uu&^uu1ud&^du)C^ i (uu&
3^du2ud&^uu)H . Step C: conversion of the 6Q coherence back to the
agonal state;rC5(uu&^uu1ud&^du)C^ (uu&^uu2ud&^du)H . Step D: Partial
saturation;rD5(ud&^du)C^ (ud&^du)H .
Downloaded 12 Jan 2005 to 131.123.233.187. Redistribution subject to A
perature~zero magnetization!. As a result, saturation at two
frequencies outside the spectrum of13C6-benzene completely
eliminates the signal of a liquid–crystalline matrix. The ‘‘pu
rified’’ 1H spectrum of13C6-benzene presented in Fig. 3~a! is
symmetric and has a flat baseline. The impurity peak
marked with an asterisk. T1 and T2 relaxation times have
been found to be 1.7 and 0.25 s for1H and 2.5 and 0.26 s fo
13C, respectively.

For further discussion it will be convenient to use com
pact notations for spin states. The symbolsuu&H

5u↑↑↑↑↑↑&H andud&H5u↓↓↓↓↓↓&H denote the states of th
proton spins with all six spins up and down, respective
Similarly, the notationsuu&C and ud&C will be used for the
13C spin states with all six carbon spins up or down.

The experimental scheme is shown in Fig. 2.~Step A! It

za-

-

-

te
FIG. 3. 1H ~a! and13C ~a8! spectra of
the thermal equilibrium state;1H ~b!
and 13C ~b8! spectra of the mixture of
four states: rC5(uu&^uu1ud&^du)C

^ (uu&^uu2ud&^du)H ; 1H ~c! and 13C
~c8! spectra of the pseudopure sta
ud&Cud&H ; 1H ~d! and13C ~d8! spectra
of the pseudopure stateuu&Cud&H .
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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starts with a sequence of13C rf-pulses and gradient pulses
saturate the13C magnetization. Evolution with twenty cycle
of the eight-pulse sequence16 creates even-order multiple
quantum coherences for the proton spins. The sequence
tomatically decouples the carbon spins. The highest-o
multiple-quantum coherence for protons, six-quantum~6Q!,
is filtered by phase cycling,17 which eliminates all other
multiple-quantum coherences including the zero-order co
ence. The deviation density matrix after this initial filterin
becomesrA51C^ i (uu&^du2ud&^uu)H . ~Step B! The secu-
lar dipole–dipole interactions between heteronuclei con
of ZZ-terms only. The ZZ-interaction with the13C spins
causes a rotation of the proton spins’ 6Q coherence, wh
does not evolve under the homonuclear dipole–dipole in
actions between proton spins, as explained elsewhere.8,9 The
phase of this rotation is proportional to the evolution timet
and the total Z-component of the13C spins. Similar to filter-
ing the 6Q coherence using an array of phases, it is poss
to filter out the two states of the13C spins with the extreme
values of Z-component of the total13C spin, which are63,
using an array of the evolution timesmt with m50,1,2,... .
The unit of the evolution timet565.6 ms corresponds to a
rotation of the protons’ 6Q coherence byp when the13C
spins are in the stateuu&C or ud&C . After this second filtering,
the deviation density matrix becomesrB5(uu&^uu1ud&
3^du)C^ i (uu&^du2ud&^uu)H . The total number of experi-
ments in this phase-time double array is only 12•6572.

~Step C! The second 20-cycle evolution period conve
the protons 6Q coherence into a diagonal state. This cre
the density matrix rC5(uu&^uu1ud&^du)C^ (uu&^uu2ud&
3^du)H which is a mixture of the four pure states:uu&Cuu&H ,
uu&Cud&H , ud&Cuu&H and ud&Cud&H . Due to the high symme
try of this system, there is only one1H or 13C allowed single-
quantum transition from each of these four states. The lin
response spectra of1H and13C for the four-state mixture are
shown in Figs. 3~b! and 3~b8!, respectively.~Step D! A single
pseudopure state has been selected by a partial satur
with four 1H sinc-shaped pulses. The pulses have an appr
mately rectangular excitation spectrum with decaying os
lations at the edges. They irradiate the entire spectrum ex
for the leftmost peak in Fig. 3~a! by setting their frequency
so that the position of the leftmost peak coincides with
first zero of the excitation profile. As a result, there are
transitions from the stateud&Cud&H and its population re-
mains ‘‘trapped’’, while the populations of the other stat
are equalized by numerous stimulated transitions. The lin
response1H and 13C spectra of the pseudopure sta
Downloaded 12 Jan 2005 to 131.123.233.187. Redistribution subject to A
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ud&Cud&H are presented in Figs. 3~c! and 3~c8!, respectively.
The proton peak intensity of Fig. 3~c! was estimated to

be 0.02% of the integrated intensity of the thermal equil
rium spectrum. The theoretical maximum18 N22N is 0.3%
for our system. It is interesting that no pulses, except
initial saturation pulses, have been applied to the car
spins for building the pseudopure state of the entire syst
Using the stateud&Cud&H as an initial state, the other thre
states:uu&Cuu&H , uu&Cud&H , and ud&Cuu&H can be obtained
by applying nonselective ‘‘hard’’p-pulses to carbon and pro
ton spins. One of the examples is shown in Figs. 3~d! and
3~d8!, where 13C p-pulse has been applied to the sta
ud&Cud&H to create the stateuu&Cud&H . Starting with one of
these four states, many other pseudopure states can be
ated with sequences of transition-selectivep-pulses.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a pseudopure s
of a twelve-spin system using an NMR technique. Th
shows that individual quantum states can be addressed
coherently manipulated in large clusters of coupled sp
with unresolved conventional spectra.
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